Uptake of Organohalide Pollutants, and Release of Partially Dehalogenated Products, by NpRdhA, a 'Base-Off' Cob(II)alamin-Dependent Reductive Dehalogenase from a Deep Sea Bacterium. A Molecular Dynamics Investigation.
This work shows that, during MD aided by external tiny random forces, 3-bromo-4-hydroxybenzoic acid (LHB), the product of reductive dehalogenation of 3,5-dibromo-4-hydroxybenzoic acid (LBB) by the corrin-based marine enzyme NpRdhA, is expelled along mainly the wide channel that connects the corrin to the external medium. In accordance, unbiased MD showed that LBB migrates relatively rapidly from the external medium to the inside of the channel, finally getting to the corrin active center of NpRdhA. The LBB pose, with bromide head and carboxylate tail nearly equidistant from the corrin Co ion, does not fit the results of previous automatic docking. Either the experimental structure of the NpRdhA-LBB complex, or a quantum-mechanical study of LBB at the corrin active site, are therefore urged.